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A pandemic means a new form of reality. A new way of living
and working and this is reflected to some extent in our new
products.
Although we were unable to meet this year at trade fairs in
Cologne, Langenthal and Paris, we would like to provide you
with some insight into our current development projects in
this edition of Design News.
These include thirteen new collections, product ranges and
additions to existing product families, sometimes with up to
nine different versions. A variety of materials, shapes, colours
and details you would not necessarily see straight away –
but you feel them within seconds.

In recent months, the focus here at Brunner has also been on
values such as solidarity, team spirit and family in particular. But we
have in no way forgotten the beautiful things: innovative design,
sustainable materials and the desire to create an atmosphere that
invites people to linger just that little bit longer.
We look forward to being able to present our new concepts in
person at the Brunner Design Days next spring.

Rolf Brunner

Helena Brunner

Dr. Marc Brunner

Philip Brunner

BRUNNER
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P

assion. It inspires,
shifts boundaries
and above all
it is the force
that drives us to go on
tirelessly even in un
precedented times.

Dear reader,

Philip Brunner, Helena Brunner, Rolf Brunner, Dr. Marc Brunner (l. to. r.)
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Everything goes together here. Nine elements that can be combined in new
ways again and again. And, whichever fabric variant you choose, the pads are an
eye-catching feature, inviting you to rest a while. As a key design element, the
characteristic zigzag seam not only provides a consistent link, it also represents
a passion for detail. And if the various elements still don’t provide enough choice,
the modular seating landscape can be expanded to include all versions. The
panel and the electrifiable side table then really combine everything together.
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R AY TA B L E F L E X

That’s what we should talk about: The ray table flex, as an expansion of
the ray collection, combines with its modular concept familiar high-end
workmanship with maximum mobility. Its variably positionable legs
can be adapted to perfection both in look and table depth. Add
plenty of legroom and optional electrification and you get the ideal
companion for any seminar and conference room. Bringing everyone
to the same table.

jehs+laub

ray table flex
jehs+laub
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Rarely has there
been such harmony
within a family.

The desire to go beyond perfection lies in our genes here at Brunner.
That’s why we have added new highlights to the existing crona models.
Height-adjustable central foot frames made of die-cast aluminium
that slip underneath the seat shell, either chromed or coated, as desired.
They are available in either a four-foot version on glides or a five-foot
version on casters. There is also the option to keep the feet stationary.

crona collection
Archirivolto
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crona collection
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CRONA LIGHT LOUNGE

Archirivolto

Archirivolto
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CRONA LIGHT LOUNGE
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crona light lounge
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Comfort looks good in any setting – and crona light lounge adds
to this pleasant oasis of tranquillity. Since relaxation can look quite
different from person to person, the different frame versions of wood,
steel, central foot and sled-base can be combined with the various
back-friendly shell options as desired. We are forging new paths
here: with its wide shell and the soft upholstered design featuring
a particularly supple and comfortable cushion, crona light lounge
is proving a highly competitive seating option in all settings.
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CRONA LIGHT ECO
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Sometimes, there is only
one way: multi-way.

crona light eco
Archirivolto
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A high-quality,
100% recycled plastic
forms the raw material.
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CRONA LIGHT ECO

Our crona light eco is always green. Its recycled plastic shell
saves on resources and gives it its unique colour. In the true
spirit of maximum sustainability without even the slightest
compromise in comfort.

crona light eco in the three new colours of pebble, onyx and agave.

crona light eco
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crona up
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Archirivolto

Just because you love to be comfortable doesn’t mean you don’t
want to move. That’s why crona up is the perfect partner for your
agile workplace. To make sure you stay as flexible as possible, it rolls
wherever you need it – with or without backrest. And if you want
to go one step further in terms of seating comfort: In addition to the
adjustable high chair version with foot rest, a low stool version is
also available. Move on up!
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CRONA STEEL

Steel supports
can be so elegant.

crona steel
Archirivolto
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banc

BANC

jehs+laub

The new addition to the banc range shields you perfectly to
ensure complete privacy for your transatlantic web chat.
And if your counterpart is present in person, the single seats
with writing tablet create a room inside a room – wherever
peace and quiet is called for. Perfect for central areas in offices
or waiting rooms that need to be transformed into fully
upholstered meeting rooms in a flash.
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nate
Atelier Steffen Kehrle

nate

N AT E
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Sometimes life can be that simple: everything fits together perfectly and nothing
else is needed. Thus, the new nate range combines the latest plywood technology
and manufacturing techniques with sustainable materials – without using any
glue. The sophisticated combination with a recycled plastic frame guarantees
outstanding stability and a low inherent weight. By developing nate, we have
created a groundbreaking, stackable and robust union of nature and technology.
Using genuinely high-end materials – for wooden furniture that feels most
comfortable in company.

Atelier Steffen Kehrle
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nate
34

Discreetness
with attitude.
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nate s
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Atelier Steffen Kehrle

nate s breaks conventions in many ways. On the other hand: Who
says that thinly processed plywood does not provide stability?
Or that the latest production technology cannot create timeless
classics? In nate s, a laser-cut steel tube with ecological powder
coating creates the supporting structure – without losing any of
the stability or efficiency of its conventional counterparts. Making
it the perfect fit for any architecture. Pleasingly unconventional.
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Steel is transformed
into a precious metal
here.

nate s
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TEAM

jehs+laub

One of the most important aspects in offices nowadays: keeping
distance. And to make sure this is achievable with style even in public
spaces, the new additions to the team range can be used as protective
barriers for optimum hygiene standards. In addition to the Perspex
versions (transparent or tinted), it is also available with innovative
HPL Polyrey finish with antibacterial protection. Plus: for the perfect
fusion of new work and the new normal, both sides of team can be
written on. Here’s to a successful collaboration!
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hero plus

HERO PLUS

Roland Schmidt Design

In large spaces or seminar environments: at Brunner, networking is so
much more than just a get together. With hero plus, you welcome a
well-connected, breathable everyday hero, available in up to six colours,
into your company. Its elasticated mesh material moulds superbly to
any body shape – while still holding its tension. Optionally available
with flame retardant mesh as well. You should get acquainted.

Roland Schmidt Design
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HERO PLUS

This swivel chair
also allows the air
to circulate.

hero plus
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HERO PLUS

hero plus

No matter how hard
the task, your back won’t
notice a thing.
New: the seat and back as separate elements create
a visually simple appearance.
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numera evo – the contactless evolution of our electronic
seat numbering system.

first place
Brunner Design Team
In any row, first place is the perfect choice for any event. This row linking chair
scores highly thanks to its barely visible connections. The versions with and without
an armrest can be combined as required and connected invisibly. What’s more,
with our numera evo electronic seat numbering system, customisation even
extends beyond the seat itself. The battery-free display, based on sustainable
e-paper, shows numbers and, if required, also your logo. But now, eyes forward.
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coming soon
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